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109,500km wastewater network
4,000 pumping stations
75,000 blockages per year
1040 incidents of sewer flooding
250 pollution incidents

Problems
• Many decisions made in Thames Water were based on judgement or unstructured data
• The data we collect was a severely underutilised asset
• We cannot meet increasingly tight asset health, customer and budgetary targets using legacy
approaches to wastewater network and sewage pumping station management.
• We traditionally see data as either good or bad and make use of it with high confidence or not
at all respectively.
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A new approach
i3 refers to a group of databases, tools and models. These are used to make informed and intelligent
decisions based on the huge amount of data we collect operationally and from our assets.
Key features:
• Regularly and consistently updated from work management and asset data acquisition systems.
• GIS based, allowing for intrinsic data issues within work management systems to be corrected for
consistently
• Democratises data to all parts of waste network operations
• Developed and maintained internally by Thames Water Operations
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SPS diagnostic and optimisation
Small sewage pumping station
Typically 1 pump cycle every 6 hours
c1Kw Energy consumption per day
<4 events recorded each day

Insight tools identified increase in events from 4 to
133 – Energy Increase from 1 to 38Kw – Asset
stress increased from 3 starts per day to 37

Frequent level
changes in station
demonstrates a
problem beyond
reach of telemetry
system

Pump 1 not seated and connected to rising main
correctly
Pump 1 then sprays effluent across pump2
This activates the backup control
This cycle repeats …. Increasingly

Further data investigation and data insight revealed
Site assets are being ‘shock’ stressed
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Planned sewer maintenance
Merged sewer network,
reduces asset data
errors from 70% to 6%
- Blockages
- Pollution incidents
- Pollution near misses
- Sewer flooding
- Legacy cleaning plan
- Reactive work
- Asset characteristics

‘Escape of Sewage’ risk score applied to each
sewer asset in full TW network

High risk sewer based on
flooding and pollution
history

Adjoining medium risk
assets are included in
local intervention

46% of our 2018/19
cleansing and inspection
programme is derived from
this innovative method

This is a highly effective
and dynamic approach.

Data-led work packs
include mapping and
deliverability index to
aid our contract partners,
Lanes Group, with
planning and field
optimisation
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i3 GIS model prioritises sewer cleaning by performance
across the full TW network.
i3
GeoDatabase

Tactical work packs identified from this data-led
approach address 5.8 times more flooding and pollution
risk than legacy packs
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•

Utilising the data provided by Thames Water’s i3 model,
Lanes Group are able to deliver a cleansing programme
offering greater benefits to the network, and our
customers.

•

Data led micro programmes such as Blockage Hot Spot
(BHS), further target areas of the network, or indeed
specific lengths of sewer susceptible to failure based on
the historical data collected.

•

Our state of the art fleet of cleaning assets target areas
of the network identified as those carrying the greatest
risk of failure and therefore impact to customers and the
environment.

•

A collaborative approach to the planning and delivery
function ensures maximum efficiency and profitability to
Lanes Group’s operations.

•

We use common cloud platforms to link our office and
field activity provided for real time programme updates
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The challenging environment that is the Thames
Water network requires continual interaction with the
many local authorities and transport departments that
govern activity in London and the South East.

In order to minimise disruption to local infrastructure,
our targeted cleaning programme ensures only those
areas of the network and its associated road network
and customers are affected.

